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Abstract
Cybernetic and systemic aspects in one kind
of evaluation system are described. A con-
ceptual system of ethics based heavily on
proriology is introduced. The convergence of
the th,ree perspectives is illustrated in a sociat
systern, whose primary purpose is the exam-
ination of risk to and protection of human
beings to be used for research purposes. It is
argued that this kind of evaluation system
manifests research ahics in action.

I Purpose and Overview
The purpose of this paper is to apply three perspectives
to describe a particular kind of social system that has as

ltt purpo_se the evaluation of research proposals for
impact of research procedures on human beings. Each
perspectiv_e is articulated in turn and then integrated by
means of discussion of some representative case
illustrations. In this endeavor, questions of a critical
nature to the evaluation of this system arise, and it is at
this meta level that the paper concludes.

2 What (and Who) Is the IRB?
Where human beings are the objects and subjects of
researc[ $e_projects that use them require prior scrutiny
by a panel of watuator\ known in the United States as
the Institutional Review Board (tRB). The domain of
the IRB encompasses any matter in regard to the
potential for aversive impact of research procedures on
human participants [Stantey et al-, tlSO1. The IRB
e->osts chiefly to evaluate potential impact, orplicitly for
the pres,rmed protection of those participants, and ihere
are secondary benefits of IRBs beyond the review of
research proposals [Chastain and Landmrn, 1999].

IRBs are an expected part of any research institution
using hulan participants in the United States. They are
mandated through guidelines of the Ibderal government.
Research involving humans requires an ing review
consisting of a panel of evaluators. On the average, the
t;rpical IRB meets monthly, has sixteen members, and
rwiews close to 300 proposals p€r year [Hayes et al,
1995J. However, IRBs may vary in desigrl, for examplg
a proposal may be assigned to a srbgroup of its
membership. IRBs and the review panels seem tb range

anywhere from one to two dozen members. As much as
possible, the evaluators are chosen for their expertisc and
experience with research ahics and the problenrs and
issues relevant to the project under review, but at the
same time the IRB is to represent a variety of
stakeholders and constituencies of the institutioq and
s\ren the public interest, the so-called public-atJarge
members. In recert years, IRBs make increasing use of
distance technology, zuch as conferencing email and
the World Wide Web. The perspectives presented in this
paper rest upon the author's experience over the past 3
years as the principal designer, developer, and chair of
the IRB of his institution.

3 Multiple Perspectives
The IRB represents one kind of human activity system
[Checkland, l98lJ. It is a social organization where
evaluation is center stage in any description of its
purpose and activity. Each case coming before thc IRB
for review necessitates the application of research ahics
and many concepts and principles of research design and
execution. The chief concern is always the adversc
impact any procedure may bring to the lnrman
participants, and the IRB panel expects a convincing
argument that the potential benefits ofdoing the research
outrveigh the potential detriments. The IRB process of
review is readily construed as a form of evahation
research as well as human systems inquiry. Highlighting
ideas of activity, evaluation, humaneness, inquiry, and
ethicality communicate some of the key perspectives or
lens one can use to snrdy and describe the IRB. In short,
the IRB can be studied and descriH from muttiple
perspectives. With these emphases in mind, for this
paper, we proceed to examine the IRB from the
perspectives of first systemics, second cyberneticq and
third pra.riology. The IRB familiar to the author will be
used to iltustrate them.

4 Systemic Aspects
lVith regard to the systems view [Buckley, 1968;
Jackson, l99l; Mnati and Collen, 19971, the IRB has
its set of elernents that when interacting makes it a
human aaivity system. There are the boundary'@n-
ditions, relationship$ and configuration of key emities
that comprise the IRB as a sociat system, which is dso
a body nested within the larger human organization it



serves. There is the IRB membership comprised of
persons who may be called upon to serve on a review
pangl. There is the head or chair of the IRB operation
with at least one staff support person. At any one timg
there may be several rerriew panels conducting a rwiew
of research proposals, and each proposal has one or more
principal investigators who communicate with the chief
waluator or chair of the reniew panel, the chair of the
IRB and staff $pport person. Alternatively, the IRB
may meet periodically, for arample weekly or monthly,
as one large panel of 15-25 members to discuss all
proposds received since the last meeting.

The activities of this social system is documented
through the flow of paperwork among the participating
persons. This paper work involves IRB applications and
accompanying materials, srch as consent forms, research
proposals, instruments, instructions to participants, and
solicitations for participation. It also entails cornmun-
ications between the IRB and the principal investigators,
all of which become archived in a review file-to be
housed at the host institution for a 3 year period before
being destroyed. This IRB archive also becomes a
conduit with other elements of the systern, specifically,
administrators of the host institution and outside
regulatory agencies, such as a funding source or federal
governrnent body that may audit the IRB in regard to its
policy and procedures. In the author's caser the IRB
chair also maintains the IRB portion of the instirutionar
web site that is a resource of IRB policy, procedures,
forms, and links to resource documents. Gven their
importance to the system, the IRB archive and web site
maybe defined as two key elements in addition to the
persons who delineate the system.

Boundary conditions imposed on the IRB usually
come in three forms. First, the purview of the IRB may
be delimited to certain kinds of research domains, for
example, medical researc[ social science researctl or
research in educatiorl or these categories need not be
appled. Members are chosen whose experience applies
to the research domain. How serious the restrictons
depend on the size and volume of research projects of
the host institution as well as the sets of-guidelines
employed..Research in medical and laboratory settings
carry c€rtain research procedures and ahical issues that
may not come in the same form found in education and
community research settings, and vice versa. Further-
more, institutions that do research using human beings
are not restricted to one IRB. It is up to the institution
to determine how many IRBs are needed to cover the
review of research in the various research domains.

Second, the IRB has to be cautious in its review to
not get into matters tangential to impact of research
procedures on human participants. There are often
nlultiple choices of research design, participant selec-
tiorU instrumentq and data processing 

-that 
have

negligible to benign impact on participants. The re-
searcher-may prefer one instrument, for orample, and an
IRB reliewer who is also a veteran researcher, prefers

another instrument. The IRB cannot be drawn into srch
decisions, unless it is clearly wident there i, p"i.nii.r
for aversive impact on participants, and eryen th;r\ irin.
researcher can strow adeguate pr€cautions are t" rri.*,the risker procedure may still be defensible.

Third a review is usually conducted as a confidential
proce$. It is proper those who serve on the re,/iew;;*l
are free of outside influence and abre to **ogl1n
their points of critique_ without concerns and preilrres
from other etements of the systan. The outcoriro o-r tt.
review is to stand as 

-an 
IRB position independent of

other possibly ve-sted parties, namety th; principa
researcher, administrators and peers of tire frio
institutioq anployers, sponsors, and fimding *rr.o
In this sense, for the brief time period rfouired to
conduct the review and formulate iti communication to
the principal investigator, the IRB panel itself may be
ronsi.der{ temporarily a closed system. Howwei, in
practice, there are often communications back and forth
between the chief. of the IRB panel and the principal
investigator as revisions to research procedures rnay'h
requested and made after the iniliat review. Also, riarry
IRBs permit the principal researcher to attend the review
session when his or her proposal comes before the board
for rwiew, thus permitting some dialog between both
parties, which oflen expedites the review process.

5 Cybernetic Aspects
In terms of cybernetics [Buckley, l968; Iacksorq l99tJ,
the IRB has a number of feedback toops and thl
feedforward steering function that compels the IRB to
follow its course of review, which is to adhere to legal
regulations of due process and humane concern for
human participants, comply with stated guidelines &om
governmental bodies and codes of ethics adopted by
professional associations. There are ttree kinds of
aaivity that can be described to convey the rybernetic
aspects of the IRB.

First, at the center of activity is the reciprocal tink
between the IRB chair and staff zupport person. This
tearn initiates, monitors, and closes all basic processes
of the IRB. Within each review panel the members form
a close knit group whose internal communications occur
to conduct a roriew, in conjunction with the reciprocal
relation linking the chief reviewer of the panel with the
chair of the IRB. The chair initiates the review process
with the chief, and the chief terminates the process with
the chair. Not only does the process of panel review
haye to progress srnoothly under the gui-dance of its
chief ro,,iewer, but also the tRB chaii must oversec
several simultaneous panels through their process to a

timely conclusion. Additionally, the IRB chair main-
tains reciprocal communication links with admin-
istraton of the host institution, others who inquire
about IRB policy and procedures, and persons from
outside the host institution referred by administrators.

The process of a panel review brings to life the heart
of activity of the IRB. Following this process offers the
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second .exirmple -qf _g: interplay among sryerat
cybernetic l-oogs of the IRB as 

" 
ri"i6.yu"rn.fi. ryo"..At the author's institution, typically [he tri;;id in_

vestigator obrtains th.e IRB .ppii..ti6n forfi- .ni up ,os*.r-.l -models, such as cohsent form *a rett.i ofpermissioq off the institution web site. The-r.*rrt.,
completes and sends them with all 

".rorp*yingmaterials to the $fl *q?ort persor\ with one ffi'sentalso to the IRB chair. The ciuir constitutes the'r*i"*
panel, designates its chie{ and informs the staff zupport
persorL who then distributes the apptications to ian"tmembers. As the author's institution rp".i.ir[, in
distance educatioq the IRB membership'r.n..tr'tti,
characteq and in lieu of face-to-face monthry ,nJingr,
th.e.IlB pangl conducts its rerriew by emaii oit.u*ion
with the chief reviewer. The paner chief **rnrrir., tt.
position 

.and points of feedbatk from the review;;, *J
communicates them to the principal researcher. A'back
and. forth may ensue benreen the iesearcher and the chief
reviewer until the chief is satisfied that the ,.r.rr.to t.,
meet all conditions stipulated by the review panel to
enable the researcher to use hrrnan participant, ro,
research purposes. If there are .orpi"* points ara
unresolved iss.res that necessitate intervention by the
IRB chair to resolve, that happens to bring cro#e to
the review. AII communicationi are archiv"{ aont *itt
the application and accompanyrng materiars,'as thI IRg
file of that review.

A third kind of IRB activity is worth mention.
Besides the reviews, cornmunications occur among the
rRB membership on a regurar basis, usuaily betweei the
members.hip and the IRB chair. The IRB cirair maintains
an email listserv with the membership to k..p all
members informed of IRB devetopments, reviews in
progress, changes in polica and procedures, and con_
temporary iszues outside the IRB- that may impact on
the work of the IRB, such as new pubrications, iationa
debates, and changes in federar gui'derines. Finaily,it"r"
are always a small number of question and *r*".,
personal discussioq and information email exchanges
gngging between the IRB chair and individuar members.
In effect, thlse cybernetic loops continue, whire sererar
active panels conduct their rwiews. Thus, ail members
are involved with the IRB at some level,'.".n *t* .
partiorlar member is not serving on a specific *i.*
panel at any given time.

6 Praxiological Aspects
Gven the description of the cybernaic and systemic
asp@ts, it should be clear that the conduct 

"rd ir.aiceof review are salient to the description of the rfi. it is
essential to IRB rwiew that review procedure, u"
conducted efficiently and effectivety, andit.t jrio.iin.,
and due proess be upheld. Just as the IiB woutd
g*pect of those whose research proposals it reviews, it is
imperative for the IRB to be boih efficaciour *o Jirical
as a social system.

Pra:riology is general methodology [Alexandre,

?000; Gasparski, 1993; Kotarbinksi, l96SJ that can
t*r explicitry on rRB matters. The authoi *inla ,r,.
ghrase "the Es tfprglogy,' in ,.g*d ;;;;*
inquirv [colten, r993J. In -iondu.tini-rni- *ii*,,
evaluarors i.m appry such a conceptuir**o"ti[ ro,
research ethics to determine whether the beneni, oi tt.proposed project 

-sufficiently ourweigh th;;k, rojustify the use of human 
-participarits 

fb; ,l-J"r.r,
purposes. It is from this referen"e poi,t that this-faper
considers the praxiological aspects of *,. fRB. 

--- '-
. The praxiologicar perspeciive brought to inquirv aids

the researcher to examine the doabi-rity unJ-ili.ro
ability of human inquiry. The emphasis can ni.Jv u.
acquired and applied through the mnemonic derrice
termed "the Es of pra,riorogy." From crassicar
pra"riology [Kotarbinski, 1965[- the Es refer- to
efficiency, effectiveness, and effic.cy. In more con-
telporary contexts, we may add to these the Es of
ethicality, effort, evatuableness, watuability. exDend-
ability, executability, and expensiveness. fir" sL- of
constructs bring of course an immense increase in the
complexity to human inquiry, once again, both for the
researcher who proposes the projea as well as the IRB
ervaluators who must review it.

The set of Es of praxiorogy in its extended version
constitutes a fuller conceptual system. This scheme
may be applied to the IRB in regard to its cybemetic
and systemic aspects described earlier. we canierm this
application "pra:riological decision making.', Such de-
c-rsrons preoccupy much of human inquiry, not only for
the principal researcher, but also for the panel reviewers.
For example, although some research procedures may be
.o-r9 expedient, they may be more adversely impactful
and hence more ethically questionable.

The conceptual scheme is particularly useful to
propose as well as scrutinize research. For examplg to
obtain financial zupport for a research projea ropir.s 

"tough rationale and sound logic 
- to justifo the

expenditure of material and information reiourciq trr,
payT money and venture capital, and time of research
participants. Further, there iJ dways some level of risk
to participants who are usually volunteers. The risks
may be economic, physical, psychological, and social in
consequence. The benefits to p45ticipation compared to
drawbacks are to be considered to jirsti$ implementing
the research. Statements in the proposar thai cover the
Es are.i.naepirylV expected in tire frequently fierce
competition for funding.

In contrast to the fundability of a proposed project is
understanding the contributions of- thi project- once
completed, because it often leads to further funding
lequests and sometimes attempts to apply the findings.
The deteaion of the strengths and vitire as well as
shortcomings and limitations of research methodology
qd Slilgs- can come through use of the Es in critique
of prblished research. This activity is as important as
fundabiliry. Researchers are expected to be accountabte
to their funders, research participants, and society at



large. Accountability also holds for the IRB, in that use research ethics. Ethicality sits at the center of
of the Es in case review provides a means to cover more conceptual system and every element is tied to it.
comprehensively as many aspects as possible to protect questions raised by IRB reviewers must be about
the participants as much as possible from potentid research ethics of the case.

harm.

the
Ail
the

To move from a specific principal investigator
engryed with a specific reniew panel, a subsystem
within the IRB, to a more superordinate level, in which
we may consider the design of the IRB as a socio-
cybernetic system, prodologicd decision making also
becomes prudent. Whether the partiorlar IRB is better
designed to conduct ret/iews by face-to-face, email, or
their complement, the designer has to consider the
technological infrastructr.rre, organization, and admin-
istrative processes of the host institution. One con-
figuration (design) may be a more efficacious means of
conducting rwiews than another. For o<ample, at the
author's institution, use of email and the web has

essentially replaced the more traditional face-to-face
weekly-to-monthly meetings at the institution.

Another illustration of this application at a more
meta level may be IRB policy implications of cybernetic
loops set in motion wheq unknown to the IRB chair
and chief reviewer, a panel rwiewer is personally related
to or a supervisor of the principal investigator of the
project, or is vested in the funding source of the project.
Such entanglements broach the ethicality of IRB review
in terms of potential conflicts of interest, and they can
usually be readily resolved through disclosure and

reclusion.
In bringing to bear the praxiological scherne of Es on

a case before the IRB, the reriew panel frequently finds
certain key questions of an ethical nature surface. These
questions may be classified as zero order, that is the
most basic of questions, in that they concern a specific
E in relation to a specific research procedure. For
example, "WHch procedure is the more efficient for data
collection?" Other questions raise the complexity of the
evaluation, in that two Es interact in weighing the
ethicality of a research procedure. For e,>rample, "In the
course of executing the research procedures, what
assessment (monitoring), if any, is to be made of human
and ecological impact?" Thes€ latter questions are of a

higher order. First order would mean that two Es
converge in considering whaher a specific research
procedure has potential for aversive impact on human
beings. Naturally, one could continue to generate higher
orders of complerity of question asking however, this
line of reasoning is rather acadernic for purposes of IRB
review. Suffice it to note the initial t\vo levels of
question asking can easily flood the review panel with
considerable set of questions to consider. The task
becomes one of targeting quickly those zero and first
order questions most germane to the cas€.

The basic questions, Iike all others generated through
this scheme, are always implicitly related to ethicality,
because this praxiological schemg as a concePtual
system of ethics, is applied directly to the domain of

7 IRB as an Evaluation System
Bringing together the tlree main perspectives discussed
in this paper, looking through three lens, we see research
ahics in actiorq when the salient aspecls of a case
clarifies for us the interplay of these perspectives to
witness, and for those participating, to ocperience the
IRB as an evaluation system. The IRB of the author's
institution faces a wide variay of ethical issues and
practices in its evaluation of graduate student projects.
These projects almost always involve student research
required to fulfill research requirements of the masters
and doctoral programs.

One basic question pertinent to most projects iq "Is
the participant being provided with truly informed
consent?" The main elements (marked parenthetically) of
the system interface to address this question. The
researcher (l) makes use of the model or template (2)
available in the institution web site (3). This model is
fashioned to the researcher's consent form, an expected
appendix to the application (4) submitted to the IRB for
review. There is typically dialog among the members of
the review panel (5) as to clauses pres€nt and absent, and

their expressed ctarity. The researcher may be required to
resubmit to the chief reviewer (6) a revised consent form
to meet the conditions necessary to clear the project for
implementation. The main cybernetic loop here becomes
evident in the exchanges between the researcher and chief
reviewer. The pra,xiological scheme provides a

framework to communicate reasons of feedback to the

researcher as to the importance and necessity to have

clauses include certain phrases and be stated in particular
forms to provide an acceptable informed consent
document. Often researchers are not fully informed about
basic rights participants have in being used for research
purposes, such as being able to withdraw at any dme
without stating a reason, refusing lo answer any

question, being informed of known side effects of a

procedure, and being given a copy of the signed consent
form for their records. In contrast, sometimes researchers

exclude clauses known to be directly relevant for fear
participants will not want to participate, intending to
debrief participants aff,er the research procedures are

comptetid, which they attempt to justi$ in their
application to the IRB. Whaher it be naive or
intentional exclusiorl the ethicality of the informed
consent is a matter of centrd concern for IRB reviewers'

An example of a derivative question common to all

IRB reviews is, "Do the bene6ts, either specific or
general, of the proposed research outweigh ttie risks of
apptylng the 

-research 
procedures to the human

paiticipants?" The same elements and cybernetic looP

i.ppty 
'The 

focus of discussion becomes 
-tt 

at p4cular
*ition of the IRB application where the researcher is
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-i i'

asked to make a cogent argument to the IRB that the
project is worth going despite rhe risks. Surpririrery,
many-researchers B"g no! thought tfuough ..rk ttv tt.
benefits-to-risks 

.relatioryfrig 1ratio1, .,Jn tho,gh',h.,
have become well versed inlusti$irig their *oitio tt.i,
peers, mentorq colleagues, coworkers, and funders. This
e-mphasis asks researchers to give some such attention to
their participants. To illustrate, in many of the student
projels making use of the semi-structur.o 

-r.r*r.t
intewiew, the choice of sorne words and phrases in
questions asked .of L"rtt.ipants may be piovocative,
demeaning, emotionally raden, and even inftammaiory.
The researcher may not realize srbtte instances foi the
ldnd of particiqsnls largeted, until condrciire- ,t"
interview on a pilot basis. in its feedback, the tRB"herps
to raise the researcher's sensitivity in this area of conern
for 

. 
the impla 9l sugh question asking on ,t.

participants- certainly there ls fiftte-to-no ienefit to
upset participants in the researcher's justification and
quest to obtain the ansvers sought to the questions
asked in the interview. I ----

one further illustration of an ethical issue comrnonto many of the projects evaruated is found in the
question, "on the participants behalt does the researcher
adequately safeguard the data cofiected?' Researcho, 

"r,expected to lock securely the consent forms and raw datain separated locations, especialy if it is possibre for
anyone to connect the two documents for a given
parti_cipant. Restrictions of access are to be timited
chiefly.to the nlncipat researcher, no one else, and
especially not to third parties whose interest has liitle if
anything to do directly with the research.

what is common to the above iilustrations is the
manner in which IRB review makes visible the
cybernetic, systemic and praxiological aspects of the
system- For the author, the saliency of the questions and
ahical iszues are.abstract represeniations underlying the
conyergence of these three aspects. conduaing a ianel
rgview engages those who define the human elJments of
the system. It brings to life, so to spealg the evaluation
systenL which they experience through the process of
review.

8 IRB as I Subordinate System
In stepping back from the review of any particurar case,we discover some commbn themes, expressed as
institutional issues, that run tt'ough or'typiry the
process of review. They also reveal trre oynamii, or tr,.
IRB as a whole, a convergerrce that fosters I more
wholistic comprehension of the IRB as an eraluation
lystem in its broader conterit. In the IRB currently
familiar to the author, ttree institutional issues- are
discussed: first, the application that makes the review
possible; second, the time Decessary to review; and
third, the consequences of review on lhose whose work
is reviewed.

_ _Preparation of the application to be reviewed by the
IRB requires some familiarity with research ihi"r,

application forms, and appropriate appendices. Re-
searchers may expend coniid"ribre time".i-*.rgy to
rte their presenration detaired, crear, -a .*piai o,IRB review. whether thgv view this 

"..f;i; Es
educative and necessary, or bothersome, in p"rt-j&no,
on their past experience with IRB rErriew *i ir,. plLrn
manner of feedback and treatment by th9 ng. Tft"ghi
r{r to b9 given periodicaily to tire improv.**t orIRB materials to be as user friendly as pb.riui". i'r,"i,of the IRB must more than ,r.i"or" .ritiil.-*O
srggestions for improvement, but nnrst act to make
them hgppen- At the author's institution, * 

-inr,.r.n,

part of the IRB as a sociocybernetic system is a
continuous openness and ongoing solicitation of feed-
back and suggestions for improrement rro, r.t"archers
and IRB members.

The time it takes for an IRB rwiew process to
transpire has always been one of controvirsy in an
institution. Reviews range widely in the #*t of*rylny necglsary. On the one hand, projects classified
as- "Exempt" involve rather benign researlh procedures,
where those that will employ iensitive, questionable,
ga nl8n impaa procedures wilt involve..Full" review;
those in between are termed "Expedited" review. As one
would expect, the Full panel review generally takes the
longest to complete. once the proposal is funded and
project staffed, understandably, iesearchers are aru<ious
to begin. Waiting typically a month for IRB review is
often disconcerting for many researchers, especialty if
IRB feedback comes with conditions to obtain- its
approval. In short, the time period of IRB review
interfaces with other time bound processes of its host
institution. They have to be understood and taken into
account if the IRB and other subsystems of the
institution interacting with the IRB are to run smoothly.

The afler effects of review on the principal researcher
and supervisor are critical to the acceptanci of the IRB.
lh!.9 persons will likely have to work again with rhe

FB in the future, for example, further IRB applications
in the case of programmatic research and'expected
institutional serviie Jn the IRB. Those who *r. into
contact with the IRB take with them a critical rearning
experience. It will set for them their attitude anO
disposition toward the domain of research ethics and
review of research. Wilh each case, the IRB not only hasa {uly to perform in the protection of human
participants, but also an opportunity to educate and
convcy to researchers a respectful and caring concern
toward those who will provide them wit[ the in-
formation and data required to meet the objectives ofthe
research.

These issues are only three of many that enable us to
reflect upon the IRB as an ethical soi;at systern. It has
to be an operation with integrity and maintain the
respect of other entities of the larger institution. IRB
actions affect the work and attitudes of others, making
public relations a constant concern in its commun-
ications with others in its host organization.



;"* ismgs atso leave the IRB open as a system to
critique and improvement. IRB review ..rt"irly in-
volves prezumptions that scrutiny of research proc*ures
benefits .participants by lessening the poiential for
aversive impact on human beings, in that risearchers are
porg cognizant of the ethical issues and practices
involved as a resuh of IRB rwiew. Like an inzururce
policy, IRB approval is thought to rnean more measured
protection for the human participantg urd IRB demands
on principal jnvestigstors to change procedures to make
!!., more benign will in fact lessin negative impacr.
Howwer, these notions bave yeL to 

-the 
a,rthor,,

knowledgg, b-Tn put to systemaiic test, and they are
increasingly debated in the united States for virious
kinds of research'procedures. Thereforg the IRB must

ryqotiale its place in its institution. On the one hand,
IRB review holds researchers accountabre for compliance
with federal guidelines and professional .od.s of
conduct relevant to their research projeas. on the other
hand, it educates and influences those within the
institution it senres that IRB review is a vital service of
the institutioq in which the activities of the IRB raise
general consciousness and ethical competence systems-
*i-d-., concerning the treatment of human beings as
zubjeas of research.

- - 
\e,*l the purpose of the institution is education, the

balance between accountability and caring is of critical
concern, because the IRB is one important means by
which the ethos of research ethics passes to the next
generation of researchers. Part of this balance comes by
membgrship service on the IRB, whereby the members
of the institution have first hand experienie through IRB
review of research ahics in action- It is vitat, the.-refore,
that the researcherq namely the graduate students and
their faorlty, in the author's institution are recognized,
adequately represented, and serve as primary conitituent
members of the IRB.

Cybernaic, systemic, and praxiological perspectives
c-onygrge to provide a more wholistic compiehension of
the IRB as an evaluation system. The Es of pradology
form a scheme for question generation that can facilitate
IRB review. Questions posed are always linked to
ethicality, and as.a set, they form a complix conceptual
ethical system. The questions not on$ s"re reviewers
to ocamine specific research praaices and procedureg
but also they often lead to reflective evatGtion as to
whether the IRB is an eflectivg efficient, and ethical
system.

Ihe @nverg€nce. of penpectives fo*ers an ap
preciation of the challenges, issueq placg functions,
and contributions of the IRB embedd;d in'a research
institution. As a nrember doing the work of,, and as a
principal researcher working witlr, the nB i; research
ethics in action that should enable a more informed
gfsq of the complexity and systemicity of the IRB. In
principle, such a comprehension should enhance the

principal investigator's ability ro maneuver tluough thissystem to obtain. approval of proposed ,**.r;['*d
further, it should iT lcomptanentary fashion'i.oo
greater efficlency and effectiveness among fnB r.n;L,
to conduct the process of review. These more speculaiive
contentions invite continued study.
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